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Several properties are developed for a recently proposed algorithm for the 
design of block quantizers based ekher on a probabilistic source model or on a 
long training sequence of data. Conditions on the source and general distortion 
measures under which the algorithm is well defined and converges to a local 
mimmum are provided. A variation of the ergodic theorem is used to show that 
if the source is block stationary and ergodic, then in the limit as n --~ o% the 
algorithm run on a sample distribution of a training sequence of length n will 
produce the same result as if the algorithm were run on the "true" underlying 
distribution. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper (Linde et al. (1980)); an iterative technique for the design of 
block quantizers was proposed and several of its properties demonstrated by 
experimental examples. It  is the purpose of this paper to state an prove appro- 
priate mathematical statements of these properties. The  algorithm is a simple 
and natural extension o f  an algorithm proposed by L loyd  (1957) as his 
"Method  I "  for f inding optimal quantizers for a squared-error distortion measure 
and scalar random variables possessing a known distribution. We show that 
many of L loyd's  observations remain true for block quantizers with a quite 
general class of distortion measures that, in particular, need not depend on the 
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original vector x and its quantized value q(x) only through the error vector 
x - -  q(x). As in Lloyd's case, the quantizers will in general only satisfy necessary 
conditions for optimality and will be globally optimum only in certain special 
cases .  
Of particular interest is the case where one lacks an a priori probabilistic 
description of the vectors to be quantized and must instead base the quantizer 
design on a long training sequence of the random process to be quantized. We 
here consider several aspects of the algorithm when it is run on the sample 
distribution implied by the training sequence. This is equivalent to using Lloyd's 
method to minimize a time average distortion. We show that in this case the 
algorithm always converges to a locally optimum quantizer. More importantly, 
we show that if successive blocks of a random process are stationary and ergodic, 
then in the limit as n -+ c~ the quantizer produced by the algorithm run on a 
training sequence of length n will converge with probability one to the quantizer 
produced by the algorithm when run on the "true" underlying distribution. 
Thus a quantizer disigned to work well on a sufficiently long training sequence 
will also work well for future data produced by the same source. 
As discussed in some detail in Linde et al. (1980), the algorithm considered 
here is a variation on a generalization of the k-means algorithm of cluster analysis 
with Euclidean distortion measures [MTacQueen (1967)]. M[acQueen (1967) 
developed similar properties of convergence with sample length for block 
independent processes. While this paper was in review, we discovered the 
independent work of Sverdrup-Thygeson (1980) and Pollard (1980) that 
strengthen and generalize MacQueen's k-means results to distortion measures 
that are increasing functions of Euclidean distance. Their results are for block 
independent processes, but their techniques apparently extend to the block 
ergodic and block stationary case considered here. In particular, Pollard's (1980) 
results hold for more general unbounded alphabets, but for less general distortion 
measures. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X - - - - (X  1 ,..., XK) be a K-dimensional random vector described by a 
probability distribution function F on ~K, K-dimensional Euclidean space. 
It will occasionally be useful to define a set _/t _C ~c  as the alphabet i fPr(X ~ A) --~ 
fA dF(x) = 1. 
An N-level quantizer Q --  {_~, ~} for ~lc (block quantizer, vector quantizer, 
K-dimensional quantizer) consists of (i) a reproduction alphabet or codebook 
= {yi; i = 1, 2 , . ,  N}, Yi ~ ~x;  (ii) a partition J = {Si; i = 1, 2 ..... PC'} of 
the alphabet A; and (iii) a mapping q: A --~ _~ defined by q(x) = Yi if x E S i . 
I f  an N" level quantizer Q is applied to a vector X for which Pr(X E S i )  = 0 for 
some i, then we can remove Yi from _/1 and S i from ~W to form i, then we can 
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remove Yi from A and S i from 5 ° to form an N-  1 level quantizer without 
affecting performance. 
The distortion or cost d(x, q(x)) of reproducing x as q(x) is assumed bo be a 
nonnegative real valued function that satisfies the following requirements: 
(a) For any fixed x ~ ~K, d(x, y) is a convex function of y, that is, for Yl, 
Y2 E ~K, A ~ (0, 1), d(x, )~Yl + (1 --  ~)Y2) ~ ~d(x, yl) q- (1 --  2~) d(x, y~). If  the 
inequality is strict then d(x, y) is strictly convex in y. 
(b) For any fixed x, if y(n) = (yl(n),..., yK(n)) --+ co as n --+ co (that is, yi(n) 
diverges for some i), then also d(x, y(n)) --+ co. 
(c) d is locally bounded, that is, for any bounded sets Bz,  B 2 C~ x, 
supx~BvyeB 2 d(x, y) < co. 
Property (a) is the key assumption, the others being technical conditions to 
avoid pathologies. Assumption (b) effectively prevents d(x, y) from being 
constant along some line, and (c) prevents d(x, y) from "blowing up" on "nice" 
sets. We also make the obvious assumption that d(x, y) is measurable so that 
integrals make sense. We next consider several examples of distortion measures 
meeting these requirements. 
Norm Distortion Measures 
Let ]1 u ]1 denote a norm on ~K. Let p be any nonconstant convex function on 
[0, co) with p(O) = 0 (this ensures that p is nondecreasing). Then any distortion 
measure of the form 
d(x, y) = P(II x - -  y ll) (1) 
satisfies (a)-(c). Common examples are the l~ or Holder norms 
the l~ or sup or Minkowski norm 
I l u l l== max lu l l ,  i= l , . . . ,K  
and p(c~) --  I a ]~, r ~> 1. I f  O is strictly convex, then d(x, y) is strictly convex iny.  
This class includes the K-dimensional rth power distortion 
K 
d(x,  y )  = II x - y H; = ~ I x,  - y ,  I ~, (2) 
,=1 
r> l .  
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Inner Product Distortion Measures 
Let (x, y) denote an inner product on ~K. Let p be as above. The distortion 
measure  d(x,  y)  : p( (x  - -  y ,  x - -  y) )  satisfies (a)-(c)  (s ince (x, x)  is a norm on 
~K). The most important example is the inner product 
K K 
(x, y) = xBy  t = Z Z XiYiBij, 
6=1 j= l  
where t denotes transpose and B is a K × K symmetric positive definite matrix 
and hence 
d(x, y) : (x - -  y) B(x - -  y)~ 
is a weighted-squares distortion. 
Itakura-Saito Distortion 
A distortion measure arising in speech communications due to Itakura and 
Saito (1968), Chaffee (1975), and Magill (1973) can be written in the following 
form: 
d(x, y) = (x --  y) R(x)(x - -  y)*, (3) 
where R(x) is the symmetric positive definite matrix depending on x. We are 
not here concerned with the origin of this distortion measure (see Itakura and 
Saito (1968), Chaffee (1975), Matsuyama et al. (1978), Gray et al. (1978), Gray 
and Markel (1976), Buzo et al. (1979, 1980), and Gray et al. (1980)), but rather 
with the fact that it has been proposed for use in speech compression systems. 
In such systems (1, x 1 ,..., xK) are the normalized (unit gain) filter parameters 
produced by Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) (see, e.g., Markel and Gray (1976)). 
The point here is that the distortion measure is sufficiently nasty to demonstrate 
the power of the quantization algorithm: it is not symmetric and it is not simply a 
weighting of errors since R(x) depends on x. The measure is convex is positive 
definite and hence for ~t e (0, 1) 
d(x, hy 1 + (I - -  A)Y2) - -  Ad(x, Yl) - -  (1 - -  h) d(x, Y2) 
= h(1 --  h){(x - -  Yl) R(x)(x - -  yl) t + (x --  Y2) R(x)(x - -  yff} > 0. (4) 
The average distortion of a quantizer Q applied to a random vector X with 
distribution F is defined by 
D(Q, F) = Ed(X, q(X)) 
N 
= ~ fs d(x, yi)dF(x). 
i= l  i 
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We make the standard assumption that for F there exists a reference letter 
a* E ~ic such that 
Ed(X, a*) < oo. (5) 
Equation (5) ensures the existence of a quantizer Q having D(Q, F) < oo. 
A quantizer Q* with N levels is said to be optimal for F if D(Q*, F) <. D(Q, F) 
for all quantizers Q having N or fewer levels. A quantizer Q* is locally optimal 
if small perturbations in its codebook or partition cannot decrease the average 
distortion. 
III. PROPERTIES OF OPTIMAL QUANTIZERS 
Given a quantizer Q = {J, 5:}, d = {yi; i = 1,..., N}, observe that 
D({A, .Y'}, F) >~ f m)n d(x, Yi) dF(x), 
that is, no partition can yield lower average distortion than the partition obtained 
by mapping each x into the Yi ~ ~ that minimizes the distortion d(x, yi), i.e., 
by using a minimum distortion or nearest neighbor mapping• Define the sets 
R i -~- {x: d(x, yi) ~ d(x, y:), j :A i} and define an optimal or Dirichlet partition 
~(~4) = {Si} of ~4 as the collection {Ri} with some tie-breaking rule, for example, 
S 1 ---- R 1 , 
S~----R~--U Rk. 
i</c 
For this rule each x is mapped into the Yi such that d(x, yi) is minimized and, 
if there is a tie, then x is placed in the atom with the lowest index. We therefore 
have that for any .4 = {yi}, 
D({A, 5~'}, F) ~ D({A, ,~(A)}, F) 
= f m)n d(x, yi) dF(x). (6) 
Conversely, given an {A, ~} for which (6) holds with equality then ~ = (Pi} 
must be a Dirichlet partition with probability one in the sense that Pr(Pi -- Ri) = 
Pr(Pi n R~ c) ~ 0, i = 1,..., N'since otherwise there is for some i a set B o fx  of 
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positive probability, where d(x, yi) > d(x, yj) for some j :/: i, yet q(x) = yi, 
and hence d(x, q(x)) > mini d(x, ye) for x E B. Thus 
D({A, ~}, F) ---- f d(x, q(x)) dF(x) 
= j'o a(x, q(x)) a'F(x) + .[, a(x, q(x)) dF(x) 
> fAod(x, q(x)) dF(x) + fB min d(x, yi)dF(x) 
>~ f m}n d(x, y~) dF(x) = D({A, ~(d)}, F), 
contradicting (6). Thus if (6) holds with equality, ~9 ° can be made into a Dirichlet 
partition by redefining things on a set of total probability zero. 
Next consider the case of a quantizer Q = {A, ~9 °} where we vary A and leave 
= {Si} fixed. First observe that 
N 
D(Q,F) = y~ ~s a(x, yi)aF(x) 
i=1 i 
N 
>/ Z inf f d(x, u) dF(x). (7) 
In Appendix A it is shown that provided Pr(X ~ Si) ~ 0, then there exists a 
minimum distortion letter or generalized centroid or center of gravity £c(Si) for 
S i such that 
inf f d(x, u) dF(x) = f d(x, N(Si) ) dF(x) < 0% 
u "vSi ~ i  
(8) 
and that the set of all solutions ~(Si) to (8) is convex, closed, and bounded. If 
d(x, y) is strictly convex in y, the solution is unique. If the solution is not unique, 
then an arbitrary rule can be used to define £c(Si) from the set of possible solutions. 
The minimization can be carried out by standard convex programming tech- 
niques (see, e.g., Luenberger (1969, 1973) or Rockafeller (1970)). It is shown in 
Appendix B that if d(x, y) is differentiable in y then centroids are stationary 
points and hence the minimization defining centroids can be accomplished using 
variational techniques. Here, however, convexity guarantees that the only 
stationary point is a global minimum (unlike D(Q, F)). Note that ~(Si) can be 
viewed as a Bayes estimate of X given X c S i subject o a cost function d. 
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For any partition 5O = (S~} define ~(S f) = {&(Si); i = 1 .... , N}. For d ---- 
{yi; i = 1 .... , N} we have from (7)-(8)that 
fs~ d(x, yi) dF(x) >/~ d(x, &(Si) ) dF(x), (9) 
,t S i  
D({X, 5O}, F) >~ D({k(5~), 5O}, F), (10) 
that is, ~(5O) is optimal for c# in the sense that no other reproduction alphabet 
can yield lower distortion. Observe that if equality holds in (10), then equality 
must hold in (9) for i = 1,..., N and hence the Yi must be minimum distortion 
points for the Si • 
THEOREM 1. Given a distortion measure satisfying (a)-(b), then necessary 
conditions for a quantizer Q ~ (A, 5O} to be optimal for F is that the partition be 
optimal for the reproduction alphabet (5O = ~(-d)) and that the reproduction 
alphabet be optimal for the partition (A = ~(5¢)). 
Proof. If Q = (A, 5:} is optimal, then (6) and (10) must each hold with 
equality. As previously argued this means that 50 agrees with a Dirichlet 
partition of A with probability one and that A = (Yi}, where the Yi are minimum 
distortion points for 5C 
The theorem implies that given a quantizer Q = (~, 5 °} we can assume 
without loss of generality that either _d = ~(5O) or 5O = ~(~) ,  since this can 
only yield improved or equal performance. We opt for the latter choice as the 
optimal partition for a fixed reproduction does not depend on the underlying 
distribution. Thus we will often write Q = d and 
D(Q, F) = D(_d, F) = f dF(x) min d(x, y). 
y~d 
(11) 
Thus a quantizer Q* is optimal forF  if 
D(Q*, F) = i~f D(A, F), (12) 
where the infimum is over all reproduction alphabets having N or fewer levels. 
Unfortunately, however, (12) is in general an intractable computation. D(X, F) 
is not convex in _d, there may exist numerous local minima and maxima, and 
there may not exist an optimal quantizer, that is, a Q* satisfying (12). 
One approach to finding an optimal quantizer is to attempt to find a stationary 
point of D(Q, F) and hence find a quantizer that at least meets necessary con- 
ditions for optimality. Theorem 1 provides an alternate approach: Define a 
mapping T F mapping one reproduction alphabet _d = {yi} into another TF/~ 
4(~(_~)). If T~ should change points without reducing distortion, that is, if Yi 
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is already a minimum distortion point for S i ~ ~(2{), then we assign ?~(Si) = Yi 
(a tie-breaking rule). Simply restating the theorem yields the following: 
COROLLARY 1. Given the assumptions of Theorem 1, a necessary condition for a 
quantizer A to be optimal is that it be a fixed point of T F . 
If ~(TF.d ) should have an atom of zero probability, then this atom and the 
corresponding reproduction vector are removed yielding an N- -1  level 
quantizer. 
We have the following easy property of Tr: 
LEMMA 1. D( TFA, F) ~ D( A, F), with equality if and only ira is a fixed point. 
Proof. The inequality follows from the definition of Tv, (6), and (10). If 
equality holds, then for A ---- (yl}, ~(A) = {Si}, we have 
fs, d(x, y~) dF(x) ~ fs, d(x, ~(Si)) dF(x), 
(13) 
N N 
D(A, F) = ~ fs d(x, y~)dF(x) = D(TFA, F) = ~ fs d(x, g(S~))dF(x), 
i=1 i /=1 i 
which means that Yi is a minimum distortion point for Si and hence TFA = -d 
from the tie-breaking rule. 
It is shown in Appendix B that if d(x, y) is differentiable in y and if there is no 
probability on the boundaries of the decision regions, that is, if 
Pr(d(X, Yi)) = d(X, ys)) = O, all iva j, (14) 
then A is also a stationary point of D(-d, F). This means that subject o suitable 
conditions, both fixed point and variational algorithms will yield the same set of 
solutions. Thus if D(A, F) should have a unique stationary point that is a global 
minimum as is the case for one-dimensional Gaussian and Laplace distributions 
with squared error distortion (Lloyd (1957), Max (1960). Fleisher (1964)), then 
a fixed point is also a global minimum. We note that (14) is satisfied for the 
examples listed if the distribution F is absolutely continuous. It also is often 
satisfied even for discrete distributions F, that is, even if D(A, F) is not every- 
where differentiable, it is often differentiable atfixed points. 
IV. THE ALGORITHM 
The following is a natural generalization f Lloyd's Nfethod I to K-dimensions 
and the distortion measures described. 
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The Fixed Point Algorithm 
(0) Initialization: Given an alphabet size N, a threshold e ) 0, an initial 
guess A0, [ A 0 [ = N, and a distribution F such that Pr(X ~ Si) =/= 0 for 
S~ ~ ~(~)  and D(A,F )  < oo. Set m = 1. 
(1) Given ~z~_l, form ~z~ = Tr• - i  = TF~A0 • 
(2) Compute D(~Z~ ,F). 
(3) Compute Pr(X ~ S~), S~ e ~(A,~,). I f  Pr(S~) = 0 for, say, M values of i, 
set N --  M--+ N and remove those levels Yi from A,n. 
(4) If  D(.d~_l, F) --  D(Am, F) ~< e, halt. Otherwise set m + 1 --+ m and go 
to (1). 
Step (4) can be replaced by a percentage condition of the form 
(4') I f  (D(A~_ I ,F ) - -  D(Am,F))/D(&,F) ~< e, halt. Otherwise set 
m+ 1 --+ m and go to (1). 
Step (3) removes any zero probability atoms and the corresponding reproduc- 
tion levels from the quantizer. Thus the algorithm may yield a quantizer having 
fewer than N levels. Perhaps surprisingly, this oddity does occur in practice. 
Practically, if this happens the algorithm has simply reached a point where all N 
levels are not needed to obtain the available reduction of distortion. For example 
the algorithm could be converging to a local optimum for N-levels that is 
achievable with only N --  1 levels. In practice, if this happens one would pro- 
bably either insert a new level (to replace the old) in a high probability atom or 
simply restart he algorithm with a new initial guess. 
A threshold of e z 0 is the most interesting case since if D(,Zlm_l, F) = 
D(TF-d~_~ ,F), then from Lemma 1 x{~_ 1 is a fixed point of Tv and future 
iterations will leave the reproduction alphabet unchanged. Thus if this condition 
is ever satisfied the algorithm has actually converged to a fixed point. 
Several techniques of choosing the initial guess -'~0 are described in Linde et al. 
(1980). The algorithm as described above is the one that we shall analyze, but 
certain modifications might be useful for particular special cases. For example, 
analogous to Lloyd's one-dimensional observation it can be shown that for 
differentiable and strictly convex d(x, "), a necessary condition for A ~ {Yi} 
to be globally optimum is that there be no probability on the boundaries of the 
atoms of ~(_d), that is (14) be satisfied. If  F has a discrete component, this 
possibility is not excluded by A being a fixed point. One might therefore add a 
step that tests for probability on the boundaries. I f there is a nonzero probability 
of hitting a boundary point, then strict improvement can be obtained by changing 
the tie-breaking rule to reassign boundary points and then continuing. This 
behavior never occurred in any of the simulations in Linde et al. (1980), how- 
ever, and hence for simplicity we do not consider it further. As another example, 
having reached a fixed point one might perturb .~ to see if any further improve- 
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ment is Fossible, e.g., "shake" the algorithm loose from a fixed point or local 
min imum to see if further improvement is possible. 
Several related algorithms arising in both the quantizer and cluster analysis 
literature for the special cases of squared-error and magnitude rror are discussed 
in Linde et al. (1980) and compared and contrasted with the fixed-point 
algorithm. 
From Lemma 1, D(TT%do ,F)  is nondecreasing in m and hence (since it is 
nonnegative) must have a limit, say 
D®(A o , F) A lira D(Te%4o, F). (15) 
One might hope that also TF~A0 = {yi(m)} might itself converge to a fixed 
point A® = {yi} in the sense that yi(m) -~ Yi (for those i remaining in the limit, 
that is, not eliminated in Step 3). When such an Aoo exists we way that the 
algorithm converges to a fixed point. Unfortunately, however, as Lloyd (1957) 
observed, the algorithm may not converge to a fixed point even in the one- 
dimensional, squared-error distortion case. 
It can be shown via standard integration theorems from Luenberger (1973), 
p. 125, that if X has a bounded alphabet A and if An ~ A~,  then A~ is indeed a 
fixed point. Equation (15), however, does not guarantee the existence of such a 
convergent sequence. 
We next consider a special case where the algorithm can be proved to converge 
to a fixed point in a finite number of steps. The special case is that of a random 
vector X possessing a finite alphabet A. This case seems mathematically artificial, 
but it is prectically important for two reasons. First, if the algorithm is performed 
on a digital computer then even a "truly continuous" alphabet is represented as 
discrete, that is, as a "finely quantized" alphabet. Hopefully if "finite" is big 
enough (vastly larger than N), the results should be good. Second, and most 
important, say that the random variable X is described by a "true" but unknown 
distribution F, which for convenience we assume to be absolutely continuous 
and hence X has a continuous alphabet. Since F is not known, however, we are 
allowed to observe a training sequence of vectors x(k), k = 1 .... , n produced by 
a stationary and ergodic vector source. A natural estimate of the underlying 
"true" distribution F(x), x ~ ~K, is the sample distribution Fn(x) defined as 
follows: Given a training sequence x(k); k = 1 ..... n, define the finite alphabet 
An = {x(k); k = 1,..., n} C ~x,  define a probability measure/x~ on ~K by 
/x . (F)= ~ n -1 (16) 
k:x(k)~F 
(that is,/x~ assigns measure 1/n to each vector in the training sequence), and then 
let Fn be the distribution corresponding to the Lebesque-Stieltjes measure /~.  
An application of the Ergodic Theorem (e.g., Parthasarathy (1967, p. 52)) states 
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that with probability 1, one gets a training sequence such that F~ -+F  as n ~ oo. 
Hence one would hope that for a long enough training sequence running the 
algorithm on F,r~ sould likely yield nearly the same quantizer as if the algorithm 
were run on the "true" F and that the resulting performance on future data 
produced by the source should be nearly that computed by the algorithm. This 
argument is made precise in the next section. We now return to the convergence 
issue for the finite alphabet case. 
The following Theorem, which is proved in Appendix C, demonstrates that 
when the alphabet is finite, the algorithm converges to a fixed point in a finite 
number of iterations. 
THEOREM 2. Given a distortion measure satisfying assumptions (a)-(c) and a 
random vector X with a finite alphabet A C ~K, then for e = 0 (and hence also 
>/O) the fixed point algorithm converges to a fixed point in a finite number of 
iterations; that is, there is a fixed point .~* and an M < oo such that TF~t2Jo = .,{*. 
I f  d(x, ") is differentiable and (14) is satisfied, then .d* is a stationary point and a 
local minimum of D(z{, F). 
From the theorem, given a distribution F with a finite alphabet d and an 
initial guess A0, there is a limiting reproduction alphabet or fixed point d~ ~2 
.~(~z~, F) such that TF~A 0 --~ ~ and the limit is achieved for a finite m. In the 
particular case of a sample distribution F~ determined from a training sequence 
{x(i); i =- 1,..., n} there is an M(n) < oo such that 
lim T = ~r~ ~o = n), 
m--~m 
(17) 
is a fixed point for TF .  
V. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES FOR LONG TRAINING SEQUENCES 
We next characterize the asymptotic behavior of the algorithm applied to 
a sample distribution F~ based on a training sequence of length n as n -+ oo. 
In particular, we make rigorous the intuition that if n is large, then likely a 
quantizer d(n) of (17) designed using F~ should yield a distortion D(A(n),F) 
when applied to the "true" source that is nearly D~o(d0, F), the limiting distor- 
tion achievable if the algorithm were run forever on the "true" distribution with 
the same initial guess. All the proofs of this section are in Appendix D. 
We here require that the distortion measure satisfy (a)-(c) and that d(x, y) be 
a strictly convex function of y so that the minimum distortion points are unique. 
We assume that the "true" distribution F describing the random vector X is 
absolutely continous (has a density function) and has a bounded alphabet A. 
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Thus the results will be valid for a Gaussian density if truncated at some point, 
but not for the idealized nontruncated Gaussian density. 
We also require an additional technical assumption on the distortion measure: 
(d) For any y, y' c NK, y =/= y,, 
f~.a(x,s)=a(~,s') dx ~- O, 
that is, the boundaries of any Dirichlet partition have zero volume. Condition (d) 
is met by all of the examples of Section II. 
Say that nature chooses an infinite length sequence of vectors {x(i); i = 1, 2,...} 
produced by a stationary and ergodic source (the vectors are stationary and 
ergodic). For each n let F~ denote the sample distribution on ~x included by 
{x(i); i = 1,..., n}. For a fixed initial guess -~0 and each n the fixed-point 
algorithm can be run on Ao usingF,~, to obtain the quantizers T~0,  m = 1, 2,... 
which converge in a finite number, say M(n), of steps to a fixed point or limiting 
quantizer A(n) of (17). 
On the other hand, if we actually knew the true distribution F describing X
we could (in theory) run the algorithm on A 0 usingF to form quantizers TF'~.do, 
m -~ 1, 2,... with distortion converging to 
lira D( TF~Ao , F) = Do~(Ao , F). (18) 
The given assumptions and Appendix B imply that if Tv'r~.do should actually 
converge to a fixed point A~, then _d~ is also a stationary point. 
The key "continuity,', property of the algorithm with respect o the sample 
distributions i given in the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2. Let d(x; y) be a distortion measure satisfying (a)-(d), where strict 
convexity in y is assumed. Assume that the alphabet A is bounded. With probability 
one the training sequence is such that for m ~ 1, 2,... 
lim TF,flo = TF~.Ao, 
7¢-~ co 
(19) 
lira D( T~o , F) = D( TF~Ao , F). (20) 
In the above lemma convergence is guaranteed in (19) only for those Yi s TFmA0 
whose atoms in .~(TF~Ao) have nonzero probability, that is, (19) holds for the 
reproduction alphabet remaining when any such "unused" symbols are removed 
in Step 3. 
The lemma states that with probability one the quantizer produced by m 
iterations on Ao using F n converges as n -2 oo to the quantizer produced by m 
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iterations on ~0 using F. In addition, the average distortion resulting when the 
quantizer T~A 0 designed using Fn is used on the source described by the 
"true" distributionF (notF~I) converges to D(TF~_~0, F), the distortion resulting 
when using the quantizer designed using F on F. 
The previous result is used to prove the following more important result that 
states that with probability one the training sequence is such that as n -~ 0% 
the distortion resulting from applying the limit quantizer ~(n) resulting from the 
algorithm using F~ on the true distribution F must be no greater than D~(_~0, F), 
the distortion achievable in the limit if the true distribution were known. 
THEOREM 3. Given the assumptions of the previous lemma we have with 
probability one that 
lim sup D(A(n), F) <~ D®(A o , F). 
APPENDIX A: MINIMUM DISTORTION POINTS 
LEMMA A. Given a distortion measure d satisfying properties (a)-(b) of 
Section H and a set S with Pr(X H S) :A O, then there exists a generalized centroid 
~(S) satisfying 
i . f  = d(x, (A.1) 
Furthermore, the set of all vectors ~(S) satisfying (A.1) is convex, closed, and 
bounded. I f d(x, ") is strictly convex, the centroid is unique. 
Proof. Define for any set S such that Pr(X ~ S) @ 0 the function 
A s(Y) = fs d(X, y) dF(x) = E{d(X, y) I x E S} Pr(X E S), y ~ ~K. 
A s is a proper convex function (Rockafellar (1970, p. 24) from the properties of d. 
From Fatou's Lemma (Ash (1972, p. 48)) and the continuity of d(x, y) in y 
(Luenberger (1969, p. 194)) we have that A s is lower semicontinuous (LSC). 
A proper convex LSC function is said to be closed (Rockafellar (1970, p. 52)). 
A function As(y ) is said to have no direction of recession, (Rockafellar (1970, 
p. 265)) if there exists no nonzero y a ~:  such that for all u ~ ~x, As(u -k Ay) is 
nonincreasing in A. From property (b) d(x, u ~- Ay) --+ oo as A ~ oo and hence 
As(u -}- Ay) cannot be nonincreasing for any u. Thus As(y ) is a closed proper 
convex function with no direction of recession and hence the lemma follows from 
Theorems 27.2 and 27.1 of Rockafellar (1970). 
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APPENDIX B: FIXED t~OINTS AND STATIONARY POINTS 
Assume that the function dk(y) = d(x, y) is differentiable with respect o y 
and hence the two-sided directional derivative (or Gateaux differential) 
[Luenberger (1969, 1973)] exists and is given by 
= ~>0inf l dx(y q- au)~ -- dx(Y) I = --d:(y;--u).  (B.1) 
We also assume that d'x(y; u) is an integrable function of x. This is true, for 
example if X has a bounded alphabet or if d(x, y) depends only on x -- y. From 
(B.1) and the Monotone Convergence Theorem (Ash (1972, p. 44)) 
A~(y ;  u )  = lim As(y + ~u)  - -  As(y) 
a~O O~ 
= f aV(x) a;(y,, u) (B .2) 
JS 
and similarly 
' " Js 
As(y, --u) = dF(x) '(y," --u) q d~ 
fs ' • A' =- -  dF(x) dx(y ,u )=- -  s(y;u) 
and therefore As(y ) has a two-sided directional derivative and therefore 
(Luenberger (1969, p. 178)) 
As( (S); u) = 0, all u e Nr. (B.3) 
Next consider the directional derivative of D(.4): Let ~ = {yi}, _~ = {ui}, 
~(A  -k ~A) = {S,(~)}, ~(A) =- (S,}, and write 
f(c,) ---= D(A -k aA, F) -- D(A, F) 
o~ 
= i=1 ~ lfsc~ ~(~) dF(x)d~(yi-~- ~u i ) -  fs~ dF(x)d~(yi) I (B.4) 
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We have from the properties of optimal partitions, (B. 1)-(B.2), and the Monotone 
Convergence Theorem that 
N 
f(a) ~ ,=,~ fs dF(x) l d~(y, + ~u,)a --d:<(Y') I 
N 
~, /l~,(y~ ;tti) (B.5) 
a-~0 i=l  
Similarly we have from (B.1) that for ~ > 0 
N 
f(°O ~ ~i= fsd~) dF(x)d'(y, ;u,). (B.6) 
Let ls(x) denote the indicator function of a sets. If (14) holds then 
lim lsd~)(x) = ls,(X), a.e., 
~0 
(almost everywhere) and hence since d'x(ydu~) is assumed integrable and 
ls~(x) <~ 1 we have from the Dominated Convergence Theorem (Ash (1972, 
p. 49)) that the right-hand side of (B.6) goes to ~tAs~(y i ;  ui). Thus if (14) 
holds, then 
N t lim D(A-5 aX, F) - D(X,F) = y, As,(y~ ;uD. (B.8) 
a~0 0t i=1 
In particular, if d i s  a fixed point, then (B.3) and (B.8) show that .,{is a stationary 
point of D(X). 
APPENDIX C: PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Given the finite alphabet ;4 of size n, let Am = {ydm)}, m = 1, 2 .... be the 
reproduction alphabet produced at the ruth iteration of the algorithm and let 
~(_dm) denote the corresponding Dirichlet partitions. Since A has n elements, 
there are 2n~ possible partitions of A and hence at most 2 ~N possible optimal 
reproduction alphabets ~(~9°). This means that the sequence A~ is uniformly 
bounded and hence must possess aconvergent subsequence _dm~ --* x{~ as k ~ oo 
(Rudin (1964, p. 35)) and hence A~o is a fixed point [Lnenberger (1973, p. 125)]. 
Furthermore, since the set of possible reproduction alphabets i finite, this can 
only happen if -~M ~ do~ for some M which in turn implies that _d,n = Z{M, 
m >/M, from the tie-breaking rule used to define T. If (14) is satisfied, then A~ is 
also a stationary point from Appendix B. In addition, if (14) is satisfied, then we 
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can find an e > 0 such that if [I A --  z{ 1i2 ~< e, then ~(.d) = ~(-4) = (S~} (since 
there are only a finite number of such partitions). This means that if _~ is a 
fixed point and ]1A --  -d 112 ~ e, then if A = {.~i} 
N 
D(A, F )= ~ fs d(x, y~)dF(x) 
i=1  ¢ 
N 
>/ ~" fs d(x, ~(Si)) dF(x) = D(.//, F), 
i=1  i 
which defines A as a local minimum. 
APPENDIX D: LONG TRAINING SEQUENCES 
The following is a slight and straightforward modification of Breiman's 
"modified Birkhoff Theorem" [21]. It is presented without proof as the proof is 
almost identical to Breiman's. 
LEMMA D.1 (An Ergodic Theorem). Given a stationary ergodic discrete time 
random process (X(i)}~= 1 with alphabet A n described by a probability measure I*, 
let fn , n = 1, 2,.. be a sequence offunctions fn: ~X ___, [0, 00) possessing a sub- 
sequence f% that converges to a function f almost everywhere. Assume also that 
]f%(x)l ~ K ~ 0% allk. Then 
n k 
lim 1 ~ f~ (X(i)) = Ef, 
k-+m /* i=1 
a.e.  
that is, the limit exists and equals Ef with probability one. 
COROLLARY D.1. Let {X(i)} be as in the previous lemma. Let f~ , n = 1, 2 .... be 
a sequence of nonnegative functions possessing a subsequence f% such that for 
x ~ S C A, Pr(X E S) ~ O, we have thatf%(x) -+k~=o o. That is, f% diverges on a 
set of positive probability. We then have that 
n~ 
lim 1 Z fn~(X(i)) = c~, 
k-~m n k i=1  
a°e. 
Define for o~ > 0 
n k \ J = f.,0(x), if f.k(x) < =, 
if f.k(x) >~ 
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Observe that by assumption f(')/x~ ls(x) ---~k+~ cds(x) dnkk  ] 
lemma 
rt/e 
lim 1 V ~(~)(X(i~ 
k i=l 
= ~Pr(X c S), 
The left-hand side is a lower bound to 
and hence from the 
a .e .  
nk 
li~n inf 1 ~ f~(X(i)) 1 s(X(i)) 
nk  i=1 
for all ~ > O. Since Pr(X ~ S) > O, the above limit infimum is therefore bounded 
below by arbitrarily large positive numbers with probability one and hence 
diverges, proving the corollary. 
We next apply these results to the sample distortion based on a training 
sequence. 
Let F~ denote the sample distribution induced by a training sequence {X(i); 
i = 1 ..... n} produced by a stationary and ergodic vector source {X(i)}]~=I. By 
construction we have that 
1~ fs ni l d(X(i), y) ls(X(i)) = d(x, y) dF,(x). 
COROLLARY D.2. Let y(n), n = 1,2,..., y(n) ~ ~K, be a sequence of vectors 
po Sessing a subsequence y(nk)-%.~ y and assume that the y(nk) are uniformly 
bounded. Let S(n) be a sequence ofsubsets of ~x  such that S(n) C A, a compact set 
in ~K, and such that there is a set S for which ls(~)(x) -~ Is(X) a.e., where IF(x) is 
the indicator function of the set S. Then 
~t k
lim I ~ d(X(i), y(nk)) lsc,p(X(i)) = fs d(x, y) dF(x), a.e. (D.2) 
Proof. Define f%(x)~ d(x, y(nT~))ls%)(x). From the given assumptions 
and the continuity of d(x, ") we have that 
f~(x) --~ d(x, y) ls(x) ~ f(x), a.e. 
Furthermore, since the y(nT~) are uniformly bounded and hence are contained in 
a compact sphere, we have using assumption (c) that f%(x) ~ dma x < 0% all k, 
and hence the corollary follows from Lemma D. 1. 
Proof of Lemma 2. First consider the first iteration of the algorithm on the F~ 
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and on F. Let A = {YJ; J = 1 ..... N}, ~(~40) = {S,}, and TF~ o = {y~-(n); 
j = 1,..., N}, where yj(n) is the unique solution to 
fsjd(x, yj(n)) dF~(x) = inf ( d(x, u) dFn(X). u~ ~ J s s 
We have from Corollary D.2 and D.2) that 
lim~sup fs, d(x, y~(n)) dF~(x) = limn~Sup inf~ fs~ d(x, u) dF~(x) 
infu limn+~sup fsjd(x, u) dF~(x) = infa fs d(x' u) dF(x) 
= Js d(x, y~) dF(x) < 0% 
J 
(D.4) 
where TrA0 = {yj;j = 1 .... ,2V}. 
Say the sequence yj(n) is unbounded. This means there exists a subsequence 
yj(n~) such that [[yj(nk)ll2-~ oe as k--~ oo and hence from property (b) 
d(x, y;(n~)) ~ oo for all x. From Corollary D.1 with f~(x) = d(x, y(nk) and 
(D.2) this means that the leftmost term of (D.4) must be ¢e, contradicting (D.4). 
Thus {yj(n)}n_ 1 is a bounded sequence and hence must contain a convergent 
subsequence yj(nz~) -+ y] for some yj*. From Corollary D.2, (D.4) and (D.2) this 
means that 
(s d(x, y*) dF(x) = fs d(x, y ) dF(x) 
and hence by uniqueness y~ = ys. By the same argument every subsequence of 
ys(n) must contain afurther subsequence that converges to y~ and hence (Royden 
(1968, p. 135)) y~(n) ---~,~_,~ yj .  Since this is true for eachj we have shown that 
= 1 • = ~--) oo 
(D.5) 
Now proceed by induction. Say we are given that 
(D.6) 
where A(~) = {yj(n)} and A~ = {yj} consist of uniformly bounded vectors. We 
assume that all atoms of the Dirichlet partition ~(Am) have nonzero probability 
(or, equivalently, that y~ ~ ~m corresponding to zero probability atoms have been 
removed). Convergence of A(~') to z{~ implies convergence of the atoms of 
~(A(~) = {St(n)} to those of ~(Am) = {Sj} except possibly on the boundaries 
(or "tie" regions) of atoms of.~m, that is, sets of the form (x: d(x, Yi) = d(x, yj)} 
643/45/2-6 
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for i v a j. SinceFis absolutely continuous and these boundaries have zero volume 
from assumption (d), the union of all such points has probability zero and hence 
lim lsfl~)(x) = lsj(X), a.e. (D.7) 
Analogous to the first iteration we have using Corollary D.2 that 
lim,_,=sup fs~ (~) d(x, y,(n)) dF,(x) = lim,._,~osup inf, fs,(,) d(x, u) dF,(x) 
~< inf lim sup fs d(x, u) dFn(x) = inf fs d(x, u) dF(x) 
u n-~co i (n)  
---- fsj d(x, y~.) dF(x). (D.8) 
As before the yj(n) must be bounded lest there exist a subsequence for which 
II y~(n~)ll2 --+ oo and hence 
f~(x) = d(x, y~(ne)) lsfl~)(x) ~ 0% x ~ Sj, 
which from Corollary D.1 and (D.2) would contradict (D.8). Thus yj(nk) --> y~*, 
which again using Corollary D.2 must be yj by uniqueness. As before this means 
y~(n) - -~  yj ,  which with (D.7) proves that 
Fn'dS-m ~ 2/m+l  n~ 
and that the vectors in A(~) are uniformly hounded. This completes the induc= ~+1 
tion and proves (19). Equation (20) then follows from (19) and the dominated 
convergence theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 3. By definition of limit supremum there is a subsequence 
D(A(mk), F) of D(A(m), F) such that 
lim D(A(m~), F) = lim sup D(A(m), F). (D.9) 
k-->oo n~co 
The subsequence A(mk) has a further subsequence z{(nk) that converges in the 
extended real space ~K where ~ is the "compactified" real line (Royden (1968, 
p. 168)), that is, there is a subsequence A(nk) and an index set I C {1 .... , AT} such 
that y~(n,) -~ y~. ~ ~ for j e l  and l[ YJ(ne)[[2 --+ oo for j 6I. First observe that 
since [I Y~(nk)l]z-+ oo implies d(x, y~.(ne))--> 0% we have for each x ~ A that 
lim min d(x, yj.(nk)) = rain d(x, yj) 
k4~ je{1 . . . . .  N} jsI 
= 0(3 
I not emtpy (D.10) 
I empty. 
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Since also for any m = 1, 2,... 
lim sup D(A(n), Fn) <~ lim sup D(T~'A o , F~) -~ lira D(T?fl0, F~) 
= D(Tp~Ao, F) < oo. (D.11) 
I cannot be empty lest Corollary D.1 withf%(x) = mini d(x, yj(n~)) and (D.IO) 
imply 
D(~(nk),F.k) _~ 1 ~ min d(x(i), y~(ne)) ___+ oo, 
contradicting (D.11). Define the size of the index set I as M >~ 1 and form the 
M-level quantizers A(n) --  {ys(n); j ~ I}. From the definition of I and A(n) we 
have defining A~ = {yj;j ~ I} that ~(nk) ~ ./i, that is, the M-level quantizer ./I(n) 
has a subsequence converging to -ft. We now have from (D.10) and Lemma D.1 
that 
lim D(A(nk), Fn~ ) = lim D(A(nk) , F~) k-.~ k-,~o " 
= D(_4, F) (D.12) 
and hence from (D.11) we have for m = 1, 2 .... that D(~I,F) < D(TF~Ao ,F). 
From (D.10) and the dominated convergenee theorem we also have that 
lira D(A(n~), F) = ~im D(A(nk), F) -= D(.~, F) 
k-coo 
From the above formula, (D.9), (D. 11), and (D. 12) we have that 
lim sup D(-~(n), F) ~ D(TF '~,  F), m -= 1, 2,..., 
n~oo 
which with (18) proves Theorem 3. 
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